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Dear readers,

We are pleased to present you the second edition of
the “Tax Journal of Azerbaijan” in English. This edition
contains socio-economic and academic papers that
were published in different volumes of Azerbaijani edi-
tion. 

This special edition coincides with the 10th anniver-
sary of “Tax Journal of Azerbaijan”. These 10 years
saw changes in design, frequency of our journal; how-
ever, its aim and mission remained the same.  

Dynamic taxation system has been one of the key
elements of economic reforms, socio-economic deve-
lopment, and establishment of market economy in
Azerbaijan. The mission of our journal is to support
this taxation system, by communicating latest legisla-
tion in this field to the broader audience and contribut-
ing to formation of relationship between taxpayer and
the tax organizations that is based on mutual trust.
Moreover, “Tax Journal of Azerbaijan” plays a very
important role in educating population in taxation. It
also stimulates researchers to focus on this field. 

We can certainly say that by analysing latest socio-
economic trends, our journal has contributed to the de-
velopment of economics in our country within past 10
years. It has become a tribune for academic innovations
in taxation sector. 

With 3800 copies published every edition and an-
nual submissions exceeding 100, “Tax Journal of Azer-
baijan” has become the leading publication among its
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peers. Moreover, the journal started penetrating inter-
national arena as well. The major objective is to be in-
cluded in the highly ranked international databases.
During past few years our journal has already been
listed in Turkish research databases such as “Aras-
dirmax” (www.arasdirmax.com), “AkademikDizin”
(www.akademikdizin.com), German academic database
EconBiz (www.econbiz.de) and prominent e-library in
the United States (www.journalindex.net).

Our journal fully meets conditions set by the
Supreme Attestation Committee under the President of
Azerbaijan. Now, a researcher submitting his paper to
our journal, can track the status of 3-staged refereeing
process online (www.vergijurnali.az və www.taxjour-

nal.az). The website also contains the archive of the all
papers published in our journal, which is 440 papers
from submitted Azerbaijan and abroad. 

Azerbaijan’s socio-economic development has been
in the focus of global community for past few years.
The transition to market economy is already finished.
Hence, academic elite of our country has a very impor-
tant new task: to derive lessons from this transition and
focus on working out economic development programs
for the future. “Tax Journal of Azerbaijan” is always
keen to cooperate with researchers for this purpose.

The main purpose of the English edition is to bring
the work of Azerbaijani researchers in economics and
particularly in taxation to the attention of international
community. Taking this opportunity, we would like to
thank the Ministry of Taxation for providing us with
support to prepare this edition.
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U.d.C. 336.221:574

THe uSe of enVironMenTal
TaxeS, SubSiDieS anD inCenTiVeS
anD foreiGn aiD aS THe Tool 
of enVironMenT ProTeCTion

dr. Mesut Kayaer

Sakarya University – 

Public Administration

mkayaer@sakarya.edu.tr

Abstract

Purpose – the purpose of this study is to discuss environmental
taxes, subsidies, incentives and rewards, and international support
and foreign aid as a proposal for a solution to the protection of the
environment. The issue that will be discussed within the framework
of the three environmental protection instruments.

Design/methodology/approach – unlimited human needs but li -
mited environmental resources. So people have been in a constant
race and quest to meet their basic needs or acquiring a greater share
of environmental resources. People who make a variety of economic
activities wanted to live more happy by raising the level of prosperity.
In this context, protecting the environment and sustaining economic
activities made possible by the use of certain financial instruments. 

Findings – the negative effects of various economic activities and
their reflections to the environment were based on some of the eco-
nomic and financial measures required to minimize pollution. Be-
cause in terms of the importance of a sustainable economy, a
sustainable society, a sustainable environment and a sustainable fu-
ture was come out.

Originality/value – in addition to appearance of the effects of the
international dimension of environmental problems, due to countries
inadequacy, international support and foreign aid submitted as a pro-
posal for a solution. The applications that a necessity of international
co-operation and international social responsibility are supported, es-
pecially developed countries, to foster development of an environ-
mental mentality. As a result, the effect of canalizing of these
instruments that are referred to as an instrument of environmental
protection reduce environmental pollution and solve the other envi-
ronmental problems will support the creation of environmental pro-
tection policies and thus protection of the environment will be
provided. 

Key words: environmental problems and protection, environ-

mental taxes, subsidies and incentives, foreign aid.

Jel classification codes: E01, F18, F35, F63, F64, H2, K32,
K34, O13, O44, Q0, Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5.

pp. 187-198
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1. introduction

The experienced environmental problems forced humans to be more sensitive in
economic activities and necessiated the consideration of environment and the eco-
logical balance as much as individual, environmental and international requirements
while resources consumed and waste produced. The people who wanted to acquire
bigger share of resources, and live happy and prosperous life have produced and
consumed more via development models which missed to consider the environment
and the future. Various environmental problems started to affect people as the result
of which environmental economics acquired central role and effect as the router of
economic activities. Within this frame, since the suspension of economic activities
cannot be the case, it is necessary the apply more efficient, environment friendly
and future visionary economic model and insights. It is possible to realize this in-
sights for environment protection through taxes, support purchases, incentives, re-
wards and international aid.

Environmental taxes takes an import place for application of environmentally
friendly economic models and ensuring environmental protection. Because it will
create pressure to increase costs on producers. Therefore the manufacturer, will be
looking for ways to make production more environmentally friendly and they will
produce less waste, use fewer and more efficient energy and resources in order to
reduce the environmental taxes burden. This type of taxes are referred to as envi-
ronmental taxes, environmental taxes, green taxes and ecological taxes. In practice,
they are are collected as fuel consumption, environmental cleaning, carbon, energy
taxes. It should not be aimed that the purpose of these taxes is to protect the envi-
ronment and they should not have revenue incresing characteristics and provide only
small improvements in producer and consumer behaviors. Although theoretically
expected to be successful, it can not be said that they always give the desired results
and support environmentalist economic structure. 

The subsidies, which mainly aim to decrease costs both from manufacturers and
consumers perspective also aim to the application of environmental policies. There-
fore, it is intended to support the cease of the application of practices that causes to
old and dirty production, and support the production processes that consider envi-
ronmental precisions via subsidies such as technology transfer to producers, equip-
ment purchases, training on various topics. However, routinely and long-term
implementation of subsidies may not give positive results. Another item that is ap-
plied to protect the environment is eco-label application. The system that based on
direct award of producers and indirect award of consumers targets the minimization
of environmental damage in the entire process from production to consumption.
Thus environment protection policies are suppored by encouraging of both producers
and consumers.
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1 Kate O’Neill, (2009), “The Environment and International Relations”, Cambridge University Press, 1. Edition, Cambridge; Peter P. Rogers,
Kazi F. Jalal ve John A . Boyd, (2008), “An Introduction to Sustainable Development”, (Ed.), I. P., Earthscan, Glen Educational Foundation,
London; Simon Marsden, (2008), “Strategic Environmental Assessment in International and European Law: A Practitioner’s Guide”, Earthscan,
Dunstan House, I. P., London; Jane Holder, (2008), “The Prospects for Ecological Impact Assessment”, Ed. Holder, J. ve D. McGillivray,
Taking Stock of Environmental Assessment: Law, Policy and Practice, I. P., Routledge-Cavendish, Oxon; Mary M. Shirley, (2008), “Institutions
and Development: Advances in New Institutional Analysis”, Edward Elgar Publishing, Cheltenham; Michael Faure, Marjan Peeters ve Andri
G. Wibisana (2006), “Economic Instruments: Suited to Developing Countries?”, Ed. Faure, Michael ve Nicole Niessen, Environmental Law in
Development: Lessons from the Indonesian Experience, New Horizons in Envıronmental Law Series, Edward Elgar Publishing, Cheltenham;
Sands, a.g.e.; Wilkinson, a.g.e.; Jack, Rostron, R. P. Jackson, D. Legge, E. J. Longworth, J. Parry ve P. J. Regan, (2001), “Environmental Law
For The Built Environment” (Ed.), I. P., Cavendish Publishing, London; Linde-Rahr ve Sterner, a.g.e.
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From time to time environmental problems expand the scope beyond the national
boundaries and cause to international scale consequences. In this case the solution
of emerging problems requires cooperation between countries. Even if the area af-
fected is small, when intricate and intense environmental problems experienced that
cannot be overcome by one or several countries performance of the various assis-
tance or support must be provided to troubled countries. Indeed, the solution of the
problems such global warming, ozone layer depletion, nuclear leaks, tanker accidents
that threaten the whole world is impossible without establishing international coo -
peration. In addition, environmental problems, poverty and injustice due to the de-
velopment gap cause to environmental injustice. Therefore, the contribution of the
developed countries to the national environmental policy of the least developed
countries, ensuring their economic development compatible with the environment
and thereby assistance in solving environmental problems will be possible.

2. The use of of environmental taxes, subsidies incentives and foreign aid 
as an environment protection tool

Use of economic instruments in the search for environmental protection has been
discussed for a long time and the use of these tools fro protection of the environment
against the ecopnomic activities that are the main reason the environment degrada-
tion was seen as a necessity. Because of the economic gain and profit of enterprises
in the field of environmental law, according to the arrangements made faster res -
ponses in spite of economic measures, has been clear and effective. The regulations
and economic measures that didn’t take shape within the framework of free market
conditions did not give the desired results. Therefore the need for the use of eco-
nomic instruments  that directs consumers to the markets overseeing environmental
sensitivity has emerged. In this context, environmental taxes, purchases support (sub-

sidies), incentives, rewards via foreign aid and international support will be examined
as the financial-based solutions in environmental protection1. 

2.1. Environmental taxes

Race for economic development, has led the countries to short-term issues such
as inflation and unemployment. The negativities reflected in the environment has
shown the need for changing this understanding2. Since the economic activities are
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2 Jamali, a.g.e., s. 77.
3 OECD, (2006), “The Political Economy of Environmentally Related Taxes” OECD Publishing, Paris, s. 152.
4 OECD, a.g.e., s. 10.
5 Wilkinson, a.g.e., s. 182.
6 Ali Değirmendereli, (2004), “Çevrenin Korunmasında Özel ve Kamu Girişimi ya da Çevre Koruma Araçları”, Ed. Marın, Mehmet C. ve Uğur
Yıldırım, Çevre Sorunlarına Çağdaş Yaklaşımlar,  Beta Yayınları, Yayın No: 1483, İstanbul, s. 497.

7 OECD, a.g.e., s. 10.
8 Wilkinson, a.g.e., s. 183.
9 Faure ve diğ., a.g.e., s. 225.
10 Faure ve diğ., a.g.e., s. 247-248.
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an integral part of human life, it was seen the importance of the effectiveness of least
polluting economic understanding and minimization of pollution via some economic
measures with this framework. The importantance of these measures for the sustain-
ability of both the environment and the economy is clear. 

Environmental taxes acceptability by society in the solution of environmental
problems is associated with the degree of success of tax and social awareness. The
examples of application of promotion and awareness-raising about contributions re-
ceived from plastic garbage bag in Ireland and distance-based road fee application
for the removal inconvenience due to heavy vehicles in Switzerland since 2001, in-
dicate that this relationship and perception was understood correctly and accepted
by the great majority of society. To implement this response against to environmental
problems perceived as a Direct and open threat, to the problems such as climate
change, ozone layer depletion and eutrophication away wetlands will be difficult
since they do not have a direct effects on great majority of society3. 

The most effective effective and efficient4, the most powerful5 and the most com-
mon6 financial measure for in terms of pollution prevention and environmental pro-
tection policy is the environmental tax practice which has the objective of encoraging
pollutants to consider the costs as the result of reflection of pollution on the envi-
ronment.Accordingly, environmental taxes will increased price of products harmful
to the environment, and thus a fall in demand to this produvcts will lead to the de-
velopment of the environment7. More independent applicability than the other eco-
nomic measures and efficiency of the environmental taxes will help to kept
environmental pollution at a desired and the right (optimal) level. This level of pol-
lution is based on minimization of pollution and costs when comparing social and
private costs with the total benefits8. 

Environmental pollution taxation idea was first brought into the agenda by British
economist Arthur C. Pigou in 1920 in his work named The Economics of Welfare.
According to Pigou, pollution levels at an optimum level is the basis of the classical
concept of environmental taxes (marginal benefit-marginal social cost)9. This un-
derstanding has moved a step further by Paulus who engaged in feasibility studies
related to environmental taxes: “all of the tax system should be restructured as eco-
logical”10. 

The taxes named as environmental taxes, green taxes, ecological taxes (fuel con-

sumption, environmental cleaning, carbon, energy) ahould not have income mul -
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11 Turgut, a.g.e., s. 131.
12 Linde-Rahr ve Sterner, a.g.e., s. 683-684; Sands, a.g.e., s. 161; OECD, a.g.e., s. 12; Jamali, a.g.e., s. 84-89.
13 Wilkinson, a.g.e., s. 185-186.
14 OECD, a.g.e., s. 26.
15 Jamali, a.g.e., s. 286-288.
16 Sands, a.g.e., s. 161.
17 Faure ve diğ., a.g.e., s. 239.
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tiplier feature and intention of making only minor modifications in the behavior of
individuals and companies11. Besides, only aiming for reducing environmental da -
mage can cause to environmental taxes to be incomplete. İt can be said that envi-
ronmental taxes provides “double” earnings, since they have a main objectives of
re duc tion of environment pollution, decreasing environment pollution via limitation
of activities causing waste generation and exploitation of natural resources, promo-
tion of cleaner production and consumption via separation of the “clean” and “dirty”
products, sustaining environmental protection policies and increasing social wel-
fare12. 

Environmental taxes with their theoretical difficulties do not always have desi -
rable results. Application of taxation for controlling pollution optimality causes dif-
ficulties for administrations to provide information and make arrangements in terms
of industrial marginal cost and marginal cost of pollution. Paradoxically the most
efficient tax arrangements is likely to be the most complex and unfair. Taxes are not
always considered to lead changes in pollutants” behavior, support technological ad-
vances, stimulate innovative developments and separate clean and dirty technologies.
Unilateral, complex and intensive application of taxes has a negative effect over
local industries in term of production and so it forwards companies to the countries
where they can see appropriate tax environment. Application of taxes should be seen
as a social justice creator and protector of poor in front of rich ones. That is main
goal of all taxation systems13. 

Various direct and / or indirect taxes for environmental protection such as energy
for taxes (150), motor vehicle tax (125), waste taxes (50), production and waste ma -
nagement tax (35) and waste recycling, incineration and landfill tax (15) as well as
various direct and / or indirect taxes are applied in all OECD countries14. However,
although widely used as an environmental protection measure at the national level,
it can not be said that it is generally accepted in the international arena.Proposed by
James Tobin in 1998 and known as the Tobin tax, the introduction of a tax on cross-
border exchange rate changes can be considered as a start in terms of international
environmental taxes. In this context, in the event held in Mexico in 2002, it has been
agreed to be spent income derived from this tax treatment on global environmental
issues (global warming, unemployment, population growth, etc.)15.  

Besides, for the first time in 1992, the EU has proposed the imposition of inter-
national environmental tax in order to balance the reduction of CO2 levels, particu-
larly fossil fuel products16. This practice was implemented by Directive 2003/87/EC
in 200317.  
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18 AB Adalet Divanı, Case C-213/96 Reference for a preliminary ruling: Outokumpu Oy [1998] ECR I-1777.
19 L. Kramer, (2002), “Casebook on EU Environmental Law”, Hart Publishing, 2. Rev. Edition, Oxford, s. 120-127.
20 Harry Albinsson, (1997), “Legal, Economic and Administrative Instruments”, Ed. Brune Dag, D.V. Chapman, M.D. Gwynne ve J.M. Pacyna,
The Global Environment: Science, Technology and Management, Scandinavian Science Publisher, VCH, vol. 1., Weinheim, s. 1134-1135;
Sands, a.g.e., s. 161; Değirmendereli, a.g.e., s. 498-499; Jamali, a.g.e., s. 219-285.

21 Değirmendereli, a.g.e., s. 500.
22 Jamali, a.g.e., s. 322-331.
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In one of the decision18 EU Court of Justice has made reference environmental
taxes and the Directive proposal in this area Dispute arised in the contract signed
between the Finnish electricity company “Outokumpu Oy”s and Sweden and when
it came the EU Court of Justice, a lack of environmental taxes work not only the na-
tional level, but as well as at Community level was seen. When benefits of these
taxes stated it has been recognized that, there exists various arrangements on waste
but there is a gap in this area19.  

Environmental taxes are applied in a variety of ways. Emissions (in order to re-

duce waste and emissions) taxes is calculated based on the amount of waste disposed
into air, water and soil. Producers and consumers pay tax based on the amount of
waste they dispose into the environment. The most important tax in this area is car-
bon tax. Product-based taxes are taxes on items that harm the environment when
thrown into environment. Examples are tax for fertilizers, pesticides, plastic bags.
Usage-based taxes are taxes paid for environmental cleanliness and benefit from
other services and generally applied at the level of local government taxes. This
taxes are for the protection of natural resources. In this regard, water extraction,
wastewater disposal, beekeeping, fishery and aggregate taxes are mostly applied to
generate resources. Utilization of some available tax advantages is the way to ensure
protection of the environment via using another environmental tax resources.
Tourism, green building, noise, property taxes are used as tools for economic envi-
ronmental protection20.  

In Turkey, there is no tax directly placed in order to prevent pollution since taxes
have been established for fiscal purposes21. Environmental Cleanliness Tax imposed
by local management in order to create resources for environmental services can be
seen as an arrangement directly related to the environment. However, it can not be
considered as the source point for solution of environmental problems. Income, Cor-
porate, VAT, Excise, Motor Vehicle taxes are an indirect tax arrangements. Although
the purpose of these taxes is not the prevention of environmental pollution, it can be
said that they contribute to the solution of environmental problems22. 

2.2. Support purchases (subsidies), incentives and rewards

Are transfer of the state to private bodies and institutions of equity or goods in
the form of subsidies, grants, aid, flexible and low-interest loans or financial gua -
rantees. This definition has been explained by the OECD as “keeping prices below
the market prices for consumers, keeping prices higher than the market prices for
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producers  or reducing costs via either direct or indirect support both from the con-
sumers and producer’s point”. The concept and use of subsidies is not simple with
a variety of purposes since this definition includes all financial support, financial
arrangements23. 

Environmental subsidies is based on the objective of achieving to decrease in
emission reductions costs and emission reduction which are required by environ-
mental policies24. Therefore, the actual purpose is to encourage the application of
new and advanced applications and technologies instead of old and more pollution
producing applications and technologies, and encourage the environmentally friendly
production and consumption25. Many countries in addition to the tax use training,
equipment purchases, audit, subsidy in the areas of direct assistance which are more
effective26. 

Subsidies to eliminate market imperfections that cause various damages if not
controlled are opposite to taxation in terms of behavior change. Therefore, subsidies
does not always serve the purpose of environmental protection as the taxes. This
may cause to disruption of national and international trade balances, inequality and
used by firms for profit purposes27. Indeed EEA 2005 proposed reorganization in
the subsidies, because some subsidies are economically inefficient and cause to en-
vironmentally negative consequences28. 

The subsidies used to create positive behavioral changes, directs firms to behave
in accordance with some environmentalist standards29. This change in behavior
should not be directed to limitation of only economic activities which are harmful
to the people and city life but should include the elimination of probable losses in
terms of biodiversity and wildlife habitat30. Agricultural and industrial subsidies and
created rules can have a profound effect on the environment through prevention of
unnecessary or excessive use of resources31.  

Subsidies on basic needs such as water is critical. Topic is in the foreground be-
cause of human and ecological dimensions rather than economic dimension. Creation
of a balanced and equitable water policy according to the need is a good example of
the ecological subsidy applications32. Instead of agriculture, industry, trade discri -
mination the cross-subsidies which cover the entire production/consumption process
are applied33. Because subsidizing of one industry sector may cause to the risk of
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creating unfair an unbalanced situation in terms of competition and environmental
sensitivity of other related sectors. 

The taxation and payments by polluters to eliminate costs of the pollution caused
by them or prevention probable pollution can cause a number of dilemmas such that
economic anxiety and difficulties in entrepreneurship activities. Therefore, the use
of incentives as the exception is the case.However, it can be said that the whole so-
ciety bearing the pollution costs as the result of state subsidies to pollutants is the
problem. Exceptions are generally intended to adapt to the new system in the tran-
sition period to pollution reductions34.  

Promoting the long-term implementation of incentives can have some negative
consequences in terms of both the economy and the environment. Because of incen-
tives has the trade and competition distorting structure. To attract companies to the
the ground of environmental benefits may be shown as justified reason for govern-
ment subsidies35. In this regard, the use of incentives along with the taxes, is the re-
alization environmental objective. The use of the funds generated via environmental
taxes as the subsidies in order to protect and improve environment is starting point
of this approach36.  

Environmental subsidies in Turkey is arranged in Environmental Law (Article

29). Pollution prevention and elimination activities were evaluated in terms of in-
centive. According to the additional paragraph37 introduced by the regulations, plant
establishing treatment facilities has the chance to buy energy 50% cheaper. In addi-
tion, there are other incentives possibilities as well (article 3/h and 18). Therefore,
the issue of incentives in the law can be said to be related to a broad framework38.
In general, there is no an incentive for environmental protection and financial mec -
hanism for behavior change in the Turkish tax system39. 

Giving “eco-label” in the eco-label application form to the products which has
the minimum environmental damage in the process from production till consumption
is a reward system. The system while contributing to the creation of production-con-
sumption market for environmentally friendly products giving rewards to the pro-
ducers and consumers of environmentally friendly products will affect the production
behavior of firms40. Environmental policy instrument environmental label is also
called eco-label41. The system works via rewarding companies that it is sensitive to
the environment by giving a label goods and services. General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT), the World Trade Organization (WTO) and the work of interna-
tional organizations such as the OECD and the Aarhus Convention, have contributed
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to this process. EU Eco-Label Regulation adopted in 1992 (Directive 92/880/EC)
and as revised in 2000 (Directive 1980/2000/EC), as the distinction of being the first
document in the international arena. This arrangement was made to reduce the neg-
ative environmental impact, efficient use of resources and thus to ensure a high level
of environmental protection42. 

2.3. International support and foreign aid

Many of the environmental problems influence areas beyond the region, show
transboundary features and the fact that the countries alone are insufficient in solu-
tions have required international cooperation. It has been accepted that international
organizations established by countries in order to solve the problems or avoid po-
tential problems has the liability for the issues related to the environment. 

It is very important that other countries come for a help if one country face with
the environmental problem that can not overcome alone. Global warming, ozone
layer depletion, nuclear leaks, tanker accidents, various chemical wastes and pro-
duction made with old technology and systems revealed problems such as pollution
that affected the whole world. So the to be insensitive and inert against the problem
is not the case.

Environmental concerns and solution proposals has been diversified among the
countries since poverty resulting from injustice and unfair resource sharing causes
environmental problems, environmental problems and injustice causes poverty and
environmental problems and poverty causes injustice43. One of these suggestions is
foreign aid and international support. It can be said that the concerns are that it can
lead environmental injustice and environmental colonialism through the shift of en-
vironmentally risky investment, hazardous facilities and other economic activities
to poor and powerless countries44. Since south countries evaluate environmental poli-
cies and development efforts of northern countries as a means of impediment, it is
understandable why southern countries review global environmental politics differ-
ently from northern countries. Yet governments are affected by domestic political
and economic factors in international environmental negotiations45.  

Developed countries are exporting pollution to less developed countries through
various investments46. Shifting hazardous industry from developed countries to less
developed countries is not creating problems due to economic returns in these coun-
tries with weak and inadequate understanding of the environment. Production of the
products prohibited on the grounds of environmental damage are accepted by the
least developed countries because short-term economic gains and damages are ig-
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nored. Due to the high risk and cost of storage in the territory of their own country,
developed countries send their industrial waste to less developed countries47. In ad-
dition, manufacturing using old technology and production techniques on a large
scale in these countries causes to environmental problems. However, it seems im-
possible that these countries overcome these problems alone. Therefore, the support
of developed countries in international cooperation and assistance, international en-
vironmental policy making and implementation can be seen as an important eco-
nomic tool48. 

Environmental protection and development efforts in less developed countries,
has remained in the shadow of the economic activity in the framework of basic needs.
There are cases of absence of environmental protection institutions, corrupt and in-
efficient bureaucracy, the legal weaknesses, slackness in the protection of property
rights, bureaucrats and politicians that can not be held responsible, the absence of
control mechanisms and the lack of high transaction costs. Foreign aids should have
a nature of encouraging the break of this vicious cycle and changing and evolving
the system49. Accordingly, it can be claimed that foreign aid and foreign investment
made using technologies within the framework of the standards of developed coun-
tries improves the quality of the environment50. 

Economic aid and investment of developed countries to less developed countries
firms and investors should have positive impact both on the investing country as
well as the country that the investment made. Because one of the major environ-
mental problems that cause to the north-south strife is pollution export. It comes
with foreign investment51. Therefore, in terms of international law and human rights
and environmental protection using foreign investments in order to enhance eco-
nomic development is an important problem. Solve equitable sharing, sustainable
development, efficient use of resources and environmental sensitivity can contribute
to balancing development-environmental compliance between the north and the
south. In this context, international organizations such as UN, EU, EEA, WB, IMF,
WTO, UNEP, UNDP, OECD, ISO, ILO, FAO and developed countries should play
an important roles52. Since developed countries had a poor record in the past, they
should leave acolonial mentality and assume environmental responsibility roles and
least developed countries stop using this aid and investment out of environment
agencies must develop behavior compliant with these roles53. 

GEF established in 1990 with the participation of UNEP and UNDP under the
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leadership of WB aimes to improve the environment, protect biodiversity, and find
solutions to global environmental problems such as pollution, climate change, ozone
layer depletion. In this context, GEF has the missions of transferring harmless tech-
nologies, to implement environmentally friendly investment projects, technical and
research missions in less developed countries54. 

International organizations, developed countries and non-governmental organi-
zations (NGO) support and assistance should have environmental protecting and im-
proving features apart from the justice, equity imbalances relief and development
supporing featuresa and seek for environmentally sound development.

As a result the purpose of this assistance can be summarized as development in-
ternationel environmental cooperation via contribution to least developed countries”
implementation of environmental policies, ensuring development compatible with
the environment and protection of natural resources and environment, minimization
gap between developed and least developed countries, as well as contribution to na-
tional and international efforts and works to protect environmen55. 

3. conclusion

Humankind conducted various economic activities in order to have a more com-
fortable life and get a greater share from resource sharing. These activities have in-
creased even more with population growth and urbanization. Thus formed the center
of economic life. However, negative effects of economic activities both on human
and other environmental values have been observed. Thus, human pollution of the
environment is clear in every period of  history. The negative effects of problems on
human and the quality of human life has been the basis of the environment protection
thoughts.

People were forced to live in harmony with the environment and eco Situations
nomy and life projections compatible with the environment appeared when arised
situation became inextricable with the industrial revolution. In this context, a wide
variety of economic and financial instruments for the purpose of environmental pro-
tection have been developed and are used. The effects of the tools, such as environ-
mental taxes, subsidies, incentives and rewards, and international aid contributing
to environmental protection policies and practices, on the environment have been a
big dilemma for people. However, the pressure of economic and financial instru-
ments producers and consumers and all society made them an important tool of en-
vironmental protection

In the mentioned context, financial instruments are used for environmental pur-
poses. These instruments have clear contribution to utilization of resources in terms
of their profitability and effectiveness. Additionally, subsidies, international supports
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and foreign assistances started to be used since they have an effective results on
elimination of unfairness internationally, ensuring social justice and protection of
environment.

Producers and customers are always sensitive to economic and financial pres-
sures. So decrease of production with higher taxes and costs are accompanied by
the increase of production of subsidized goods. Additionally, awards and stimulations
are considered quality, prestige and environmental sensitivity indicator for producers
and consumers. International aids are intended to support policies on solving envi-
ronmental injustice problems apart from being oriented to problem solving. As a re-
sult, these financial instruments have contributed effectively to the protection of
environment and will continue to do so. 
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